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ABSTRACT

The Function-as-a-service (FaaS) computing model has recently seen significant growth especially for highly scalable, event-driven applications. The easy-to-deploy and cost-efficient fine-grained billing of FaaS is highly attractive to big data applications. However, the stateless nature of serverless platforms poses major challenges when supporting stateful I/O intensive workloads such as a lack of native support for stateful execution, state sharing, and inter-function communication. In this paper, we explore the feasibility of performing stateful big data analytics on serverless platforms and improving I/O throughput of functions by using modern storage technologies such as Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (PMEM). To this end, we propose Marvel, an end-to-end architecture built on top of the popular serverless platform, Apache OpenWhisk and Apache Hadoop. Marvel makes two main contributions: (1) enable stateful function execution on OpenWhisk by maintaining state information in an in-memory caching layer; and (2) provide access to PMEM backed HDFS storage for faster I/O performance. Our evaluation shows that Marvel reduces the overall execution time of big data applications by up to 86.6% compared to current MapReduce implementations on AWS Lambda.

1 INTRODUCTION

Problem The Function-as-a-service (FaaS) [17] or serverless computing model is gaining popularity in the cloud environment. The model offers attractive features such as ease of deployment, function-driven execution, and cost-efficiency. Thus, the use of FaaS in supporting big data applications that make up a significant portion of cloud applications [1, 2, 20] can provide an efficient solution. In modern FaaS frameworks, data storage is decoupled from the computation instances, e.g., in object stores such as S3 [6], or managed in-memory cache instances such as ElastiCache[4]. However, functions have to load data from either local or remote storage, perform computation, and store the results back to the storage tier. The distributed and isolated nature of serverless functions puts a lot of strain on the storage sub-system that can quickly become a performance bottleneck for large amounts of data such as that used in emerging deep learning [23] and video encoding [19] applications.

Big data application processing frameworks such as Apache Hadoop [8] require stateful operations, typically supported by a distributed filesystem such as HDFS [21]. It is natural to integrate these frameworks for their programming advantages and FaaS for its cost efficiency, and researchers have begun to explore such integration. However, using stateless serverless to run stateful big data applications is challenging. The stateless nature of serverless limits any inter-function communications [18]. Big data applications, however, require data processing and storage to be co-located in order to avoid the network performance bottleneck. Previous solutions [14, 25, 26, 28] are stateless in nature and uses remote storage media to read input data, cache intermediate data, and write output data. For example, Corral [14] and AWS Serverless Reference Architecture [28] use AWS S3 as storage media for intermediate state. These solutions decouple/distribute the compute and storage and thus are slow; they require at least four I/O calls to read and write data to either local or remote network storage entailing higher latency. In Hadoop, for example, mappers read input from remote storage, write back intermediate state, reducers read from remote storage, and then write back the final output. In such cases, the network quickly becomes the bottleneck and reduces overall performance.

Another limitation of existing solutions is that they rely on commercial frameworks that only provide serverless platforms with no native support for Big Data applications. These applications would require custom implementations of data-parallel processing frameworks, particularly MapReduce. As a result, existing solutions offer very simple serverless implementations of MapReduce with minimal features and no support for data-parallel processing [26]. These systems basically take the ad-hoc approach of running serverless functions with remote storage services for MapReduce workloads to share state. Such I/O strategies scale poorly in data-intensive workloads. This is because during the shuffle phase of MapReduce, each mapper sends its intermediate data to reducers that may not be scheduled on the same host. Thus, the number of remote I/O requests increase leading to observable
performance degradation due to slower I/O. In our experiments we found that Corral’s Lambda and S3 based invocations fail due to the maximum data transfer limit of 15 GB. Moreover, such solutions require isolated, long-running functions that need to coordinate the state information, and thus create another potential bottleneck of coordinating the transition from the map stage to the reduce stage. Being stateful, any function failure will result in loss of computation, state and data resulting in application-level failure.

Solution Recent hardware trends offer a promising substrate for integrating FaaS and Big Data processing frameworks. New memory technologies such as Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory (PMEM) [15] can offer a stateful operations substrate in a serverless setting at near DRAM speed, thus mitigating the need for slower local or remote storage.

In this paper, we propose an architecture that integrates serverless platforms with Hadoop to launch stateful functions for big data processing. We optimize the I/O performance of this architecture by co-locating compute and storage capability via persistent memory. The overarching goal is to leverage the ease-of-deployment and cost-efficiency of serverless platforms and the data analytics capabilities of Hadoop. We design Marvel, which to the best of our knowledge is the first solution to support stateful Big Data function execution in serverless platforms. We enable the serverless platform to launch stateful functions, coordinate the data and state sharing amongst MapReduce components, and we integrate PMEM with Hadoop HDFS to provide fast intermediate storage and a storage backend for input and output data. Marvel uses Apache OpenWhisk [10], to launch MapReduce actions that interact with the Apache Hadoop[8] core components, Hadoop core components, e.g., NameNode, DataNode, and NodeManager, are deployed in OpenWhisk containers. The NameNode provides data storage services to MapReduce functions through optimized DataNodes that use PMEM as the underlying storage media. This allows us to achieve better I/O performance, avoid the bottlenecks associated with slow storage tiers, and minimize data transfers over the network. We use Apache Ignite[9] as an in-memory accelerator to store the intermediate data. This allows us to store intermediate data produced by Hadoop functions in a fast storage tier accessible to all functions of the application.

Contributions Specifically, we make the following contributions:

- We design an architecture that enables serverless platforms to run stateful big data applications on Hadoop framework while abstracting away complicated infrastructure management, and providing highly scalable, and cost-effective FaaS.
- We provide a fast in-memory data store for maintaining function states and storing intermediate data produced by MapReduce components to enable a fast inter-function communication path.
- We improve the performance of big data applications by utilizing PMEM as the storage backend for HDFS to provide high throughput and low latency data access.
- We present an architecture that requires minimal changes to the underlying frameworks and to the user applications, this making it easy to use and deploy in a distributed cluster.

2 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

In the following, we provide motivational experiments for Marvel, and discuss related work and background on persistent memory and serverless computing frameworks.

Dataset sizes in MapReduce applications Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) providers such as AWS EC2 [3], have proved efficient in supporting big data applications and providing the needed performance and scalability. However, additional steps have to be taken to design and deploy the infrastructure, launch, configure and maintain compute instances. This is an additional burden on the application developer in terms of time, effort and cost. In contrast, FaaS or serverless computing, aims at making infrastructure transparent to the application developers which is highly desirable. FaaS frameworks support fast auto-scaling that allocates compute resources dynamically to fulfill application requirements at runtime [16]. However, current FaaS implementations do not support stateful function execution and rely on cloud storage services for state sharing. The remote nature of such storage results reduces I/O and application performance. Therefore, access to a fast storage layer is crucial for running big data applications on stateful serverless platforms.

To better understand the above challenge we studied the size of input, intermediate, and output data generated by different MapReduce workloads as shown in Table 1. We observed a high degree of variation in the size of data for big data workloads at each step. During the MapReduce shuffle phase, mapper functions send data to the reducers. Therefore, as the input size increases, the data I/O from local or remote storage increase. This leads to the storage and network bottlenecks, e.g., when using S3, that puts a limit on the IOPS and charges a premium per I/O request. [24].

Role of storage in serverless performance To observe the impact of data locality and storage types on stateful application’s performance we run MapReduce application on AWS Lambda [31] that uses AWS S3 [6] for storage. We compared the performance of this setup with an on-premise serverless deployment that utilizes different storage backends.
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Table 1: Dataset sizes at different MapReduce phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workloads</th>
<th>Input Size (GB)</th>
<th>Intermediate Data Size (GB)</th>
<th>Output Size (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scan Query</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation Query</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join Query</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Count</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Wordcount performance using serverless with varying storage layer provided by S3, local SSD, and PMEM.

The main goal of this paper is to design a system that supports stateful function execution of big data applications and to improve the application performance. The key objectives driving the design of Marvel are as follows: (1) Enable serverless platform to run stateful functions by storing function states. This will enable the execution of stateful big data analytics applications to leverage the benefits of serverless infrastructure. (2) Enable access to an in-memory distributed database and PMEM-backed storage for hosting input, output, and intermediate data, thus improving the throughput and reducing the total application execution time.

3 MARVEL DESIGN

3.1 Design Goals

The main goal of this paper is to design a system that supports stateful function execution of big data applications and to improve the application performance. The key objectives driving the design of Marvel are as follows: (1) Enable serverless platform to run stateful functions by storing function states. This will enable the execution of stateful big data analytics applications to leverage the benefits of serverless infrastructure. (2) Enable access to an in-memory distributed database and PMEM-backed storage for hosting input, output, and intermediate data, thus improving the throughput and reducing the total application execution time.

3.2 Challenges

Communication between OpenWhisk actions and Hadoop components All OpenWhisk components and actions are deployed as Docker containers. Hadoop does not include native support for Docker. Therefore, there is a need to containerize Hadoop and make the components accessible to OpenWhisk over the network to both frameworks.

Integrating Ignite with Hadoop In containerized Hadoop, the intermediate data produced by mappers is stored in HDFS.
backed by local storage media. To speed up I/O, mapper functions
must be configured to store intermediate data in Ignite,
and reducer functions to read that data from the database
while writing the final output to HDFS.

**Ease of deployment** To enable quick, easy and automated
deployment, all OpenWhisk, Hadoop, and Ignite components,
inter-component integration, configuration of PMEM needs
to be automated to support and end-to-end deployment.

### 3.3 Design Overview

Figure 2 shows the high-level architecture of *Marvel*. We
use OpenWhisk as the serverless platform, Hadoop as the
big data framework, PMEM for storing data, and Ignite for
storing intermediate data. In *Marvel*, OpenWhisk Invoker ex-
ecutes user requests inside the Hadoop runtime that provide
the necessary libraries to launch the use code.

All Hadoop components are deployed as Docker contain-
ers, and communicate through a Docker overlay network
accessible to all OpenWhisk components. In a distributed
setup, NameNode and ResourceManager are deployed along
with OpenWhisk core components on the master node, while
each worker node runs an instance of NodeManager, DataN-
ode and OpenWhisk Invoker. All core components are backed
by persistent docker volumes mounted on top of PMEM. The
developer submits a job through the client which coordinates
the launch of OpenWhisk actions, data provisioning from
the DataNodes via NameNode and providing endpoints to
mappers and reducers to access the intermediate data. Fi-
ally, we use YARN [11] for determining the appropriate
number of Mappers/Reducers needed per job.

### 3.4 Marvel Architecture

#### 3.4.1 Apache OpenWhisk

Apache OpenWhisk manages the
serverless platform on the user’s behalf and handles the life-
cycle of the action containers. The OpenWhisk controller
launches actions that contain the user code, communicates
with the resource manager, the NameNode and DataNodes
for accessing input and storing the final output data.

#### 3.4.2 Apache Hadoop

Apache Hadoop provides a big data
analytics platform and is deployed on top of the serverless
infrastructure. It is integrated with the OpenWhisk core for
scheduling MapReduce functions. We use HDFS to store data,
where computation is performed on the same nodes that host
the data, thus achieving data co-location. The HDFS DataN-
ode containers use persistent volumes mounted on top of
PMEM to speeds up I/O performance. To ensure that all com-
ponents from all cluster nodes can communicate, the entire
stack is deployed within an overlay network. However, Open-
Whisk is designed to deploy containers in the default docker
bridge network. To ensure that OpenWhisk actions commu-
nicate with Hadoop, we modified OpenWhisk to deploy all
containers, including OpenWhisk core components, within
the same overlay network. To enable the communication
between OpenWhisk and Hadoop we built a Docker-based
function runtime with necessary packages exported.

#### 3.4.3 Apache Ignite File System (IGFS)

Apache Ignite provides a high-speed database that enables stateful
execution and stores intermediate function data. As described in Sec-
tion 2, intermediate data requires significant I/O during the
application execution. Thus, we deploy Ignite File System as
a distributed in-memory cache, to allow low-latency access
to intermediate data. To enable Hadoop components to com-
municate with Ignite for reading and writing intermediate
data, the mappers and reducers use the ignite library that is
included in the runtime image created as a part of *Marvel*.

### 3.5 Application Workflow

Figure 3 shows the job execution workflow in *Marvel*. Users
submit jobs to the *Marvel* client, which serves as an entry
to the stateful serverless big data framework (1). The
client coordinates application execution with OpenWhisk
core (2) which sends the execution requests to YARN (3)
and includes the job’s metadata and the submitted JAR files.
YARN schedules mappers (4) on the workers where Open-
Whisk invokers are deployed. The mappers fetch locations of
the input data from the NameNode (5) and read it from the
PMEM-backed HDFS DataNodes (6). The mappers perform

![Figure 2: Proposed architecture of Marvel.](image)

![Figure 3: Job Execution Workflow in Marvel.](image)
the map step, and stores the shuffled output as intermediate data into IGFS \(^7\). After the Map phase completes, YARN spawns reducers functions \(^8\) which read intermediate data from IGFS \(^9\), runs the reduce phase and stores the final output to the PMEM-backed HDFS \(^{10}\). The entire application execution is managed and monitored by OpenWhisk.

4 EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Evaluation Setup

Marvel supports distributed cluster deployment, where Hadoop and OpenWhisk core components are deployed on a cluster of machines. To have a fair comparison with Lambda-supported Corral \([14]\) we test Marvel on a single server. Our server comprises of 32 Intel Xeon Silver 4215 CPU @ 2.50GHz CPUs, 360 GB of DRAM, 700 GB of PMEM in App Direct Mode, and runs CentOS 8. We use Apache Hadoop 3.2.1 with Apache Ignite 2.6.1 as the distributed database to store intermediate function data. For Corral, we configure the maximum 10 GB memory per function instance running on Lambda. The memory and vCPU configuration is kept consistent across all experiments. We run tests on three system configurations: (1) Lambda with S3 and Corral’s MapReduce library; (2) Marvel with HDFS where the DataNodes are mounted on PMEM; and (3) Marvel with IGFS that is similar to the previous configuration, except that the intermediate data is cached in Ignite. We run the experiments 5 times and report the average.

4.2 Performance Results

4.2.1 Impact of data locality and ignite memory database on workload performance. We study the performance of Marvel with well-known WordCount and Grep benchmarks. Mappers in WordCount scan input files word by word, and emit key-value pairs, like <word, 1>. WordCount reducers sum up the frequency of each word and emit the final <word, count> key-value pairs. Grep mappers work similarly to WordCount, matching each word against a specific regular expression, while the reducers only count those words that meet the regular expression. We show a zoomed-in version of the WordCount experiment where input size is between 0.5 GB and 11 GB. From figures 4 and 5, we make the following observations. (1) The Corrall Lambda solution operating on AWS architecture reaches its concurrency quota at 15 GB of input size. This is due to AWS’s rate-limiting criteria, that puts a limit on S3 I/O and function invocation requests. \([5, 7]\) (2) For medium-sized workloads, Marvel with HDFS achieves comparable performance as AWS Lambda, which also depends on the type of workloads. As a benefit of data co-location, where data is directly fetched from HDFS, the network bandwidth constraint on Marvel is reduced. The result shows that Marvel reduces the job execution time by 86.6 %, compared to Lambda, while allowing stateful execution for serverless functions. (3) Marvel with IGFS where intermediate data is in memory shows the best performance.

4.2.2 I/O throughput for HDFS Vs. IGFS. Next, we examine the throughput for the various studied cases. Figure 6 shows the I/O throughput for HDFS mounted on PMEM, and IGFS, while running the WordCount workload. Here, we can observe that while using IGFS, the I/O throughput increases with an increase in data size, and reaches a peak throughput of 12 Gbps at 10 Gb input size. This shows that using an in-memory cache like IGFS can boost the I/O performance of MapReduce applications.

4.3 Discussion and Future Work

We have taken the first steps to design Marvel and integrate serverless and MapReduce in a performance-aware fashion. Our evaluation indicates that the approach has promise. However, a number of challenges remain.

First, we need to explore using Ignite as a distributed database on top of PMEM. By doing that, intermediate data could be persisted while making it available on DRAM for fast I/O performance. This will enable us to develop a checkpoint-based fault-tolerant mechanism for applications to resume execution in the event of machine or network failures, while allowing access to data on a fast storage tier.

Second, it is uncertain how serverless platforms can interact with the resource managers of big data frameworks. In this paper, we have explored the interaction between the scheduling policies of OpenWhisk and Hadoop YARN \([11]\). Two potential approaches that we will explore in our ongoing work are: (1) Allow YARN to make placement decisions for OpenWhisk Action containers; or (2) Make OpenWhisk aware of the Hadoop cluster topology, data placement, and resource usage, and let it schedule the MapReduce actions in a manner similar to YARN.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented Marvel, a stateful FaaS architecture that enables and optimizes the performance of stateful function execution of big data applications by utilizing persistence memory. We investigate the use of PMEM in various architectural settings to maximize the I/O throughput of stateful functions of the Hadoop framework. Our evaluation shows that Marvel reduces job execution time by 86.6 %, compared to the default serverless platform.
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Figure 4: WordCount execution time.

Figure 5: Grep execution time.

Figure 6: Throughput comparison.

